“Promoting diverse learning with various culture background students through life and interacting in IRC.”

**IRC Concept**

**IRC MISSION**

**The mission** that IRC residents should accomplish under the concept

**IRC VISION**

**Goals** for IRC residents challenge to accomplish the mission

**IRC VALUE**

The images of RA who is required or should aim to fulfill mission and vision
The mission that IRC residents should accomplish under the concept:

Create an attractive dormitory we are proud of To someone.
IRC VISION

Goals for IRC residents challenge to accomplish the mission

1. Greeting
   People can greet each other well

2. Cleanness and promise
   Clean and safe dormitory with good rules.

3. Action
   You can act and grow proactively

4. Brightness
   Everyone can shine without being tied to a job title

5. Understanding
   You can interact with people based on intercultural understanding

6. Relationship
   People get along well regardless of their position

7. Independent
   Step toward independence

8. SDGs
   You can practice sustainable living

9. Communication
   Information can reach everyone.

10. Contribution
    You can contribute to society through your daily life
The images of RA who is required or should aim to fulfill mission and vision

1. RA as a role model
2. Active RA without position
3. Proactive RA
4. Responsible RA
5. Forward-looking RA who can involve others
6. Thoughtful RA
IRC VALUE (UL)

The images of UL who is required or should aim to fulfill mission and vision

1. Attentive UL
2. Friendly UL who we can talk to openly
3. Reliable UL
4. Proactive UL
5. Responsible UL
IRC VALUE (all residents)

The images of all residents who are required or should aim to fulfill mission and vision

1. All residents who are thoughtful
2. All residents who engage actively intercultural understanding
3. All residents who shine without positions.
4. All residents who respect variety of values.
5. All residents who follow the rules